CHALK PAINT
Indoor. Matt

Product Code: J20

Description
Water-based chalk finish, ultra matt and odourless paint. Vintage shades. Single coat. Easy-to-apply. No primer is needed on
most surfaces. Very easy sanding and high levelling. Special for renewing and decorating wooden furniture and many other
items made out of various materials. If TITAN Chalk Paint shades are combined with the auxiliary products of this range -varnish
and wax-, and by using tools such as a sponge or a sanding file, it is possible to apply this paint in many ways in order to
produce a wide variety of decorative effects. Thanks to its easy sanding, it is suitable to perform many stripping techniques and
obtain shabby chic trendy looks.
By using Acualux Crackling Medium, colours can get a cracked look.

Fields of Application
Suitable for handicrafts on wood, linen, paper, concrete, stone, bisque, clay, plaster, expanded polystyrene, etc.

Technical Data
Finish

Matt.

Colour (UNE EN ISO 11664-4)

Colour card : 17 shades.

Density (UNE EN ISO 2811-1)

1.50 - 1.60 Kg/l (depending on colour)

Coverage (UNE 48282)

6 - 8 m²/l

Drying at 23ºC 60 % RH (UNE 48301)

45 - 60 minutes

Recoat time at 23ºC 60% RH (UNE 48283)

6 hours

Methods of Application

Brush, roller and air spray-gun.

Thinning

Water

Equipment Cleaning

Soap and water

Application Temperature, RH<80%

+10ºC - +30ºC

Pack sizes

750 ml and 150 ml.

Variations in temperature, humidity, thickness, tinting or surface type, etc. may lead to changes in drying, in coverage or in
other properties.

Certificates
Seguridad de los juguetes. Migración de ciertos elementos UNE-EN 71-3
EU Environmental Label for indoor and outdoor paints and varnishes (Ecolabel)

Directions for use
GENERAL REMARKS:
Carefully stir the contents in the pack. The surfaces have to be clean, dry and sound. Directly apply TITAN Chalk Paint.
For wood with high tannin content, it is recommended to previously apply Multipurpose Water Based Primer.
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STRIPPING with sandpaper
TITAN Chalk Paint is quickly and easily sandable. Apply your favorite colour on clean wood. Once dry, sand on the areas where
the worn stripped effect is required. Firstly apply a base colour and then second coat in a shade which contrast with the base
colour. When sanding, the background color will appear.The effect will vary depending on the sandpaper grade and the sanding
depth. It is very important to sand only when the paint is thoroughly dry.

STRIPPING with wax
There are different kinds of worn stripped finishes. One of them is obtained by applying wax only on certain areas of a surface,
which may be of virgin wood or a base coat of paint. Over this wax, spread another paint coat which will contrast with the base
colour. When sanding, the paint applied over the wax will come off. Unlike the above-mentioned stripping effect with
sandpaper, where the longitudinal sanding movement is noticeable, with this procedure the aged finish seems to emulate a
paint peeling off. Rustic look.
DECOUPAGE with paper (Romantic floral style)
The shabby chic style shows soft colours combined with vintage fabrics and paper prints. Over an item coated with CHALK
PAINT, you can stick découpage paper with our selected pattern. The TITAN Chalk Matt Varnish will act as a glue and also as a
final varnish.

FINISH with wax
This topcoat finish on CHALK PAINT brings a truly vintage touch and appearance. Only furniture decorated in specialized
handicraft workshops have this remarkable look. Chalk wax is applied by brush, cotton cloth or sponge on the items coated
with TITAN Chalk Paint. Once dry, it is polished with a piece of cloth until the required gloss is obtained. If we want wax for an
aged patina, previously mix it with some TITAN Mineral Pitch and apply it in the same way.
For renewing furniture submitted to frequent use, apply one topcoat of Matt Chalk Varnish to obtain extra protection.

Precautions
Always read the pack label before use. For more information, please refer to the Safety Data Sheet.
Store in tightly closed containers protected from sources of heat and temperatures below 0ºC. Shelf life: 36 months in original
unopened packaging.
Waste management: Follow local legal regulations. Help to protect the environment, do not empty into drains, dispose of this
material and its container at hazardous or special waste collection points. Calculate the amount of product you will need to
avoid waste and extra costs. Collect the leftover material and keep it well stored for a new use.

Issue date: 2020-10
Any technical sheet is automatically cancelled by a subsequent sheet or five years after the issue date. We guarantee
the quality of our products. However, we disclaim any liability in relation to factors other than the coating itself or in
relation to an unsuitable use or application method. In case of doubt, please refer to our technical service before
applying the products
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